III. Control experiments
To have a comprehensive understanding of the WAL-WL crossover, control experiments for sample 1 are operated. As shown in Fig. S3 , the MR behaviors, even the absolute values of the resistance, measured by 3 A and 15 A excitation current are identical, so are the MR data under opposite current direction. Current intensity and direction seem to count little for the MR behaviors.
We study the MR along [110] and [-110 ] directions by standard four-probe and quasi-four-probe method, respectively, thus the differences between the two measurement configurations are 4 further studied at 77 K with the same voltage distance in sample 1, as shown in the insets of Fig.   S4 . The MR change obtained by quasi-four-probe measurement is about 50% smaller than that measured by standard four-probe method, which may be because the former can introduce contact resistance and then reduce the negative MR amplitude. [2] V. K. Dugaev and D. E. Khmelnitskii, Sov. Phys. JETP 59, 1038 (1984 .
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